
ON THE ČAKAVIAN DIALECT OF KOLJNOF NEAR SOPRON
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1. Introductory remarks
Koljnof is one of approximately eighty villages in the Austrian province
of Burgenland and adjacent areas in Hungary and Slovakia where Croa-
tian dialects are spoken.1 In his standard work on Burgenland Croatian,
Neweklowsky (1978; henceforth “N78”) assigns the Koljnof dialect to the
(Čakavian) Haci and Poljanci group, which is the northermost dialect
group within Burgenland Croatian (not counting two isolated dialects
north of Bratislava).2 From the partial map of the Burgenland dialects on
the next page it can be seen that, geographically speaking, Koljnof occu-
pies a marginal position with respect to the rest of the Haci and Poljanci
group – from which it is also separated by Sopron and the Austrian-
Hungarian border – and that it is nearer to the (Kajkavian speaking)
villages of Hidegség and Fertőhomok and the (Čakavian) Dolinci group.

Until 1993 little was known about the dialect of Koljnof. Although N78
mentions it and classifies it as aHaci and Poljanci dialect, it is clear that the
amount of material that he has from Koljnof is very limited. Not a single
attested form in the book is marked as being from Koljnof and of the 52
maps after page 376 onwhich he presents the most important Burgenland
isoglosses, 48 give no information on Koljnof, including the maps on the
presence vs. absence of length oppositions and diphthongization.3 In 1993
an article by Šojat appeared on Koljnof, which contains some valuable

1 Koljnof (along with Koljnov) is how the Croatian name of this village is most commonly
spelled. In the Koljnof dialect the village is called Ko˝́lno�. The stem-final f appears in
the flexion, e.g. locative singular Koĺnuõfi. The f is probably original, considering that the
German name of the village is Kohlnhof. The Hungarian name is Kópháza.
2 The Haci and Poljanci constitute two separate groups of villages, but N78 treats them
linguistically as one group.
3 This leads one to wonder on which basis N78 could assign the dialect to any group
whichsoever. I take it that he had more material at his disposal than he presented on the
maps. It is a pity that he does not give his readers clarity on this issue. Of course, this
and other critical remarks in the present article do not in any way alter the fact that book
is a splendid achievement and a most valuable source of information.
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information but, in my opinion, also has serious flaws, to which I shall
return below.

Figure 1

In the period when I was working on my monograph on the Kajkavian
dialect of Hidegség and Fertőhomok (1999), I visited Koljnof a couple of
times and seized the occasion to make recordings of the dialect. I have
approximately ten hours of recorded speech from Koljnof, dating from
1985, 1988 and 1994. I chiefly worked with the age group born around
1920. During one recording session a speaker born in 1948 was present,
whom I also met on several other occasions, together with her children,
so that I have a good impression of the speech of younger generations as
well.

In contradistinction toHidegség and Fertőhomok, which aremagyariz-
ing very quickly, Koljnof seems not be in immediate danger of losing its
Croatian dialect. Croatian is spoken by all generations, on all occasions
and with equal fluency. It is taught at school and it is also the language
of the church. One would perhaps expect that the varieties of Croatian
spoken at school (Standard Croatian) and in church (literary Burgenland
Croatian, see N78: 24) would exert influence on the local dialect in the
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sense that it would lead to code switching, mixing, interference, lesser flu-
ency in the dialect, etc. The only thing that I noticed in that respect during
my recording sessions is that there was a lot of “spontaneous borrow-
ing” from non-local varieties of Burgenland Croatian, chiefly motivated
– as far as I could make out – by the speakers’ wish to make themselves
better understood. It is obvious that the speakers’ knowledge of Croatian
extends well beyond the boundaries of their own village and that they
have ideas about which word, expression or pronunciation is understood
more easily by an outsider. Yetmy informants had no problemwhatsoever
in distinguishing between local and non-local elements.

2. Available literature
For those specifically interested in the dialect of Koljnof, the relevant
literature is restricted to Koschat 1978 (henceforth “K78”), N78 and Šojat
1993.4,5 N78 and Šojat were briefly mentioned in the preceding section.

K78 gives a monographic description of all Poljanci dialects in Austria
(that is all Poljanci dialects exceptKoljnof). She takes her ownnativedialect
(that of Baumgarten) as a starting-point and presents data from the other
dialects in those instances where they differ from the Baumgarten dialect.
Baumgarten is the Poljanci village that is geographically closest to Koljnof
(17 km.).

Although N78 gives almost no information that refers explicitly to
Koljnof, he does assign the dialect to the Haci and Poljanci group and
gives a systematic description of the characteristics of that group and
of the Dolinci group, both from a synchronic and a diachronic point of
view, thus providing a set of predictions with which I could compare my
findings.

Šojat’s contribution has, as I see it, twomainweak points, which dimin-
ish its descriptive value:

(1) he describes the dialect as having no distinctive tone contrast, which
I consider incorrect;

(2) his observations sometimes show a lack of sound linguistic reason-
ing, which would include a clear distinction between phonetics and
phonemics and between synchrony and diachrony.

4 In Ivšić 1971 merely a few forms from Koljnof are given on page [783].
5 There is an unpublished dissertation by Vass on the Dolinci dialects (1965), which
contains no accent signs except for the place of the ictus. In my opinion, its linguistic
value is also limited in other respects, especially since N78.
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Ad (a) – In Šojat’s words:

“Premda još ima govornika sa starim čakavskim troakcenatskim sus-
tavom, dakle u koijh akcenti∼ i � imaju fonološku funkciju i uminimalnim
parovima, kao što je naprimjer u N ju

˘

di, A ju

˘

de ∼ GI jũdi, u tipičnom se
suvremenom koljnovskom govoru različita intonacija dugih naglasaka
pojavljuje samo na fonetskoj razini …” (1993: 346).

Elsewhere in the same article even the older informants seem not to have
a fully functioning tonal opposition:

“… u onih ispitanika koji još koliko-toliko čuvaju troakcenatski sustav, a
to su oni najstariji s kojima sam razgovarao …” (1993: 342)

Šojat’s findings differ from mine. The informants on my recordings, as I
hear it, including the one born in 1948, all have a tonal opposition on long
vowels, with a distribution more or less along the lines described by K78
and N78. Of course it is hard to prove that I am right and Šojat is wrong,
but I am inclined to think that Šojat failed to hear the tone distinction
because it was acoustically different from what he expected to hear. This
is a phenomenon that is not uncommon with tones in Čakavian dialects,
even if the field-worker is a native speaker of Croatian, as I have tried to
show long ago when I was studying the dialects of Cres (1982).6 Let me
add that if Šojat were right, the Koljnof dialect would be the only Čakavian
dialect in the northern Burgenland to have almost completely lost its tone
distinction: K78 describes a tone distinction in her native dialect and the
other representatives of the Poljanci group, and N78 has experimental
proof for the existence of a tone distinction in the Dolinci dialects (cf.
97-102).

Ad (b) – I shall give two examples:

(i) Šojat writes:

“Osobito se fonem /a/ često realizira poludugo, a može biti promijenjen
i u jedinom zatvorenom slogu riječi (usp. npr. Nsg. brat̋/brât/bra

˘

t, Gsg.
brat̋a/brâta/ bra

˘

ta, ali inf. brat̋ “brati”, samo tako).” (1993: 345)

6 As a matter of fact, Šojat also did not hear the tone distinction in the dialect of Cres,
about which he wrote a contribution to the OLA, see Ivić et al. (ed.) 1981: 235-240 and
my remark about it in my monograph on Orlec (1985: 409-410 note 18).
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I think that there is no way of explaining how the same phoneme /a/ can
have different sets of allophones in brat̋ ‘brother’ and in brat̋ ‘take’. There
is a chance that Šojat intends to make a diachronic observation, formulat-
ing it in synchronic terms, but that is anything but certain, because the
observation could also have something to do with his idea that the length
opposition in Koljnov is threatened “mnogim neutralizacijama dugoga i
kratkoga naglaska u akcentu ˆ (o tome više u daljnjem tekstu)” (1993: 348).
Unfortunately, “u daljnjem tekstu” I cannot find any clear example of neu-
tralization, but I do find a confused picture of the situation in the dialect
with regard to length, in which almost everything seems to be possible.

(ii) Another citation:

“Opreka između dugoga i kratkoga akcenta, poduprta razlikovanjem
dugih i kratkih naglašenih vokala u madžarskom jeziku, relevantna je,
ali se ona, kako sam već rekao, sve više narušuje čestim kraćenjem dugoga
akcenta – osobito u položajima primarnoga i sekundarnoga akuta (već i
zbog toga što je, kao i u drugim gradišćanskohrvatskim čakavskim gov-
orima, kvantiteta akuta osjetna kraća nego kvantiteta cirkumfleksa) – do
vrijednosti poludugoga akcenta, pa i kratkosilaznog akcenta.” (1993: 349,
original italics)

So what we have here is a dialect with no tone distinction, but in which
the long vowels behave differently according to their once having been
rising or not. I must admit that here Šojat has completely lost me.

3. Some characteristic innovations
In this paragraph I shall briefly list a few characteristics of the dialect from
a diachronic point of view, part of which I shall return to in more detail
in section 6. The reason for introducing them now is that it prepares the
reader for most of the instances of unexpected place of stress, falling tone
and posttonic length to be found in the examples in section 4.

The dialect belongs, as N78 puts it, to the “ikavisch-ekavischen
Mundarten mit partieller regressiver Akzentverschiebung” (58). The
term “ikavisch-ekavisch” refers to the reflex of jat, which is a high front
or a central front vowel, according to Jakubinskij’s law (1925), e.g. mlı

˘

ko
‘milk’, svı

˘

ća ‘candle’, sie

˘

no ‘hay’, cie

˘

l ‘whole’.7,8

7 Together with the absence of neo-circumflex in forms like porıž̋e ‘cut’ PR3sg, the
i/ekavian reflex of jat characterize the dialect as “Central Čakavian” in the sense of
Vermeer (1982: 293).
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The partielle regressive Akzentverschiebung is a stress retraction by one
syllable (i) from final syllables, e.g. žen̋a ‘woman’, zor̋a ‘sunrise’; (ii) from
internal syllables if the vowel in the first pretonic syllable was long. If the
vowel that received the stress was long, it became falling, e.g. gla

˘

va ‘head’,
pu

˘

ti ‘way’ Npl. The vowel that lost the stress became long, e.g. ot̋āc ‘father’,
jez̋īk ‘language’, unless it was word-final, as in the first four examples of
this paragraph (N78: 70-71).

Before the stress retraction, short and stressed *o and *e were length-
ened, except in open final syllables. Examples: diẽlo ‘work’, čiẽle ‘bee’ Npl,
kuõža ‘skin’, duõma ‘at home’ (N78: 73).9

N78mentions three other lengthenings: (a) lengthening in closedmono-
syllables, resulting in long falling vowels, e.g. bra

˘

t, mı

˘

š (72);10 (b) optional
lengthening of short stressed a, resulting in ã (62, 72); (c) lengthening of
short stressed vowels in closed non-final syllables, resulting in long rising
vowels (67-68).11

The jers have merged with *a, e.g. jed̋ān ‘1’, snah̋a ‘daughter-in-law’, da

˘

n
‘day’; *ǫ and syllabic *l have merged with *u, e.g. mu

˘

ka ‘flour’, su

˘

t ‘barrel’,
pun̋i ‘full’ Nsgm, buh̋e ‘flea’ Npl, cf. ku

˘

pit ‘buy’, slu

˘

žit ‘serve’; *ę hasmerged
with *e, e.g. mie

˘

so ‘meat’.

8 As in all dialects with an i/e-kavian reflex of jat, there are exceptions to Jakubinskij’s
rule. I shall pay no special attention to the reflex of jat, since in that respect the Koljnof
dialect seems to agree fully with the dialects described in K78.
9 Abbreviations: “N”, “G”, “D”, “A”, “I” and “L” mean “nominative”, “genitive”,
“dative”, “accusative”, “instrumental” and “locative”; “sg” and “pl” mean “singular”
and “plural”; “m”, “f” and “n” mean “masculine”, “feminine” and “neuter”; “INF”,
“PR”, “IMP”, “LP” and “PP” mean “infinitive”, “present”, “imperative”, “l	participle”
and “passive participle”; “1”-”3” mean “first person”-”third person”.
10 In the present dialect, however, the opposition long vs. short is operative on closed
monosyllables. There are short closed monosyllables and closed monosyllables with
doublet lengths. These can be the result of “exceptions” to the lengthening rule discussed
here, later restorations, different syllabic make-up at the time of the lengthening, later
loans, etc. Examples: peć̋ ‘bake’ (N78: 72), dat̋/da

˘

t ‘give’, pıt̋/pı

˘

t ‘drink’, vrć̋ ‘throw’, gon̋c
‘entirely’ (K78, lexicon). Therefore I do not agree with N78 that the length alternation in
bra

˘

t, brat̋a ‘brother’ and pr

˘

s, prs̋ta ‘finger’ is phonologically predictable (74).
11 N78 also observes the reverse: shortening of long rising vowels, and assumes that
the accentual system of these dialects is developing into one without distinctive length.
Although he uses the word “neutralization”, he does not seem to assume that the length
distinction is nonexistent in the present dialect. Apparently, the neutralization he has in
mind is restricted to certain types of sentence intonation and certain ranges of speech
velocity (67-68). K78 also observes an optional lengthening of short stressed vowels to
what she calls “ein halblanger, steigender Akzent”, for which she uses the sign ″ (72-73).
She makes nomention of any kind of shortening. In her analysis, the distinction between
long rising and short vowels seems never to be neutralized.
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4. Phoneme inventory
4.1 Accentuation, vowels and syllabic resonants
Stressedvowels and syllabic r canbe (a) longand falling, (b) longand rising
or (c) short. The long mid vowels are realized as opening diphtongs, and
I chose to include that in my notation, with the accent mark on the second
component of the diphthong:

vowels syll. resonants

long short long short
falling rising fall. ris.

ı

˘

u

˘

ĩ ũ ı ˝ u˝
iê uô iẽ uõ e˝ o˝ r

˘


 r˝
â ã a˝

Diagram 1: stressed syllables

Examples: sı

˘

n ‘son’,mu

˘

ka ‘flour’, tie

˘

sto ‘dough’,mrtfuo

˘

ga ‘dead’Gsgm, bla

˘

go
‘livestock’, čelĩńak ‘bee-hive’, fũćkat ‘whistle’, diẽlat ‘do’, guõdina ‘rain’, rãdo
‘with pleasure’, pın̋ezi ‘money’, uč̋it ‘learn’, žen̋a ‘woman’, roď̋āk ‘relative’,
škad̋āń ‘barn’, kr

˘
ma ‘fodder’, pr˝́le ‘before; in the old days’.

My material contains no instances of 
, which is not surprising in view
of the limited amount of data: even in K78 forms with 
 are rare.

I am inclined to believe that the opposition falling vs. rising tone is
also operative in monosyllables, but I would need more material to be
confident about it.12,13 In the vast majority of monosyllabic forms with a
long vowel I heard a falling intonation, with the exception of dãn ‘day’
Gpl (cf. da

˘

nNsg), stãr ‘old’ indefinite m and stvãr ‘wild animal’. I have no
examples of rising vowels in the last syllable of polysyllabic words.

In the first posttonic syllable, vowels can be either long or short. Again,
the long mid vowels are realized as opening diphtongs. I shall omit the
length sign � on the unstressed diphthongs, since it would be redundant.
I have no examples of long posttonic  except for one instance where the

12 If pitch is not distinctive in this position, there is a chance that long vowels can be
realized phonetically both falling and rising. Therefore presence in the material of a few
attested monosyllables with a phonetically rising intonation is not conclusive.
13 K78 (74) and N78 (71, 99) suppose that there is no tone opposition on monosyllables
in the Poljanci and the Dolinci dialects, although in K78 there is some uncertainty as to
the intonation of the monosyllabic forms of personal pronouns.
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stress shifts from the noun to the preposition: na t̋k ‘to the market’. There
are fourmore syllabic resonants alongwith r, which occur only in German
loans.14

vowels syllabic resonants

long short
ī ū i u
ie uo e o r l ĺ m n

ā a
Diagram 2: first posttonic syllable

Examples: jez̋īk ‘language’, vel̋ū ‘say’ PR3sg, vod̋ie ‘water’ Gsg, dom̋uon
‘home (direction)’, kon̋āc ‘thread’, kos̋it ‘mow’, krč̋mu ‘pub’ Asg, krãve ‘cow’
Npl, dug̋o ‘long’ (adverb), bra

˘

da ‘chin’, ob̋rve ‘eyebrow’, mon̋tl ‘coat’, kıf̋ĺ
‘locust bean’, maj̋stns ‘mostly’.
In other unstressed syllables than the first posttonic there is no length
distinction:15

vowels syllabic resonants

i u
e o r l ĺ m n

a
Diagram 3: other unstressed syllables

Examples: (pretonic) pija

˘

n ‘drunk’, ugrıc̋a ‘Hungarian woman’, teplıj̋e ‘hot-
ter’ Nsgn, dovıc̋a ‘widow’, vračıt̋eĺ ‘doctor’, (posttonic) divoj̋kami ‘girl’ Ipl,
špot̋adu ‘mock’ PR3pl, nasol̋ite ‘salt’ PR3pl, posıj̋emo ‘send’ PR1pl, spam̋etan
‘clever’.

As a consequence of the stress retraction described in section 3 above,
end-stress is rare on polysyllabic forms. It occurs in some adjectival and
verbal paradigms and in a few loanwords, always with a long and falling
stressed vowel, e.g. svitskı

˘

‘worldwide’, razumı

˘

š ‘understand’ PR2sg, solda

˘

t

14 I have no examples of syllabicm and my examples with syllabic l, ĺ and n do not cover
all types of unstressed syllables.
15 This rule needs refining: I have one attestation of a compound word where it does not
apply: preőtāc ‘great-grandfather’. K78 mentions the word nez̋avaln�ōst (74).
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‘soldier’, mašı

˘

n ‘machine’. N78 and K78 mention one form with a short
stressed vowel in the final syllabe, viz. neka,̋ a particle used in combination
with the infinitive to express a negated imperative, cf. nek̋a, which is also
a particle, but is used with the third person present to express a positive
imperative. In Koljnof, only nek̋a exists. The only cue for the listener to dif-
ferentiate beween ‘don’t’ and ‘do’ is the choice of the verb form (infinitive
or present) after nek̋a: nek̋a to diẽlat ‘don’t do that’, nek̋a to diẽla ‘may he do
that’.

A few remarks on the phonetic realization of the vowels. The first
component of the diphthongs can be realized as a vowel, as a glide, or in
between. The second component of both diphthongs is sometimes realized
very low, more or less as an [a]-like vowel, resulting in [ia], [ua]. In my
perception, the high vowels – not only short and unstressed ı,̋ u,̋ i and
u but also long ĩ, ũ, ı

˘

and u

˘

– often sounded somewhat on the low side,
resulting in high-mid [e], [o]. Whether the variation in the realization
of the diphthongs and high vowels is free and, if not, on what factors
it depends, could be a subject of further investigation. N78 mentions a
tendency in part of the Haci and Poljanci dialects of the diphthongs ie
and uo to be raised before a glide (e.g. stu

˘

‘100’); according to him, uo can
also be shortened, resulting in forms like divuj̋ka ‘girl’, duj̋t ‘come’. I did
not attest exactly the same, but my material does contain a short vowel in
divoj̋ka and doublets duj̋t/doj̋t, duj̋de/doj̋de ‘come’ PR3sg. In view of what
was said above about the realization of short u and i, it is not excluded
that upon closer inspection the “doublets” of the type duj̋t/doj̋t will turn
out not to be doublets but different realizations of phonemic duj̋t.

All vowels tend to be strongly nasalized in the vicinity of a nasal conso-
nant, that is before or after m, n or ń and not separated from it by another
vowel. The degree of nasalization varies, especially from one informant
to another. The nasalization can have a strong effect on the timbre of the
vowel, and there were instances where I did not immediately recognize
which vowel it was that was nasalized.

Syllabic r is realized differently by different informants. In the realiza-
tion of part of the speakers, syllabic r is preceded by an ultra-short vocalic
element, which is much shorter than the trill. Here, length and pitch can
be heard on the trill itself. In the speech of other informants, the trill is pre-
ceded and followed by a short vowel (mostly schwa-like, but sometimes
[i]-like, probably depending on the phonetic surroundings) and the trill
element is relatively short. In these cases, length and pitch characterize
the vocalic and trill elements of r as a whole.
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Voiceless stops, especially p, t and k, are often realized long after short
stressed vowels, including r,̋ e.g. krp̋e ‘piece of cloth’ Npl, bıt̋i ‘be’, bık̋e
‘bull’ Apl.

4.2 Consonants
The dialect possesses the following consonant phonemes:16

stop fric. affr. nas. lat. trill glide
voice: + – + – + –
lab. b p v f m �
dent. d t z s c n l r
pal. ď ć ž š č ń ĺ j
vel./lar. g k h

Diagram 4: consonants

The labial glide � occurs only tautosyllabically after a vowel or syllabic r.
It is almost always the reflex of *l or *v and it very often alternates with
l or v, e.g. zdra�̋ĺe ‘health’, o�̋de ‘here’, ditıć̋o� ‘boy’ Gpl, mi je ža

˘

� ‘I am
sorry’, rek̋a� ‘say’ LPm.17 However, the alternation l – � does not seem to
operate stemfinally in adjectival paradigms, e.g. deb̋el ‘fat’, cie

˘
l ‘whole’, zrie

˘
l

‘ripe’, so that � is still opposed to l and must be analysed as a full-fledged
phoneme.18

The palatal stop ď appears very often prothetically before morpheme-
initial i and as a variant of morpheme-initial j, e.g. ďimal̋a ‘have’ LPf,
zďıs̋kat ‘look for’, ďes̋en ‘autumn’, ďa

˘

je ‘egg’,D’ugoslãvije ‘Yugoslavia’ Gsg.
Occasionally it even replaces morpheme-internal j, e.g. moď̋a ‘my’ Nsg f.
However, this does not threaten the phonemic status of ď, since not every

16 Strictly speaking, the monophonematic status of at least ď, ć, č, ń and ĺ would have
to be proven by their being distinct from dj, tj, etc. I have not attested any forms that
provide such proof and I very much doubt that the potential phonemes ď, ć, etc. would
survive the test even if there were substantially more material. However, I shall maintain
the notation ď, ć, etc. since it agrees with common practice in Croatian dialectology.
17 Examples in which � has a different etymological origin: pa�̋tat ‘build’, traűf ‘on it’,
Ko˝́lno� ‘Koljnof’, cf. Lsg Koĺnuõfi (see also note 1), sto�̋ ‘100’. I have no explanation for the
form sto�̋. In K78 it appears as sto

˘

� (110), with a long falling monophthong, which, in
her analysis, is not an existing phoneme (64). Ivšić (1971: 783) gives the form stuő, which
I never heard.
18 On this point Koljnof differs from the Haci and Poljanci dialects (e.g. bie

˘

� ‘white’, K78:
190).
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ď can be replaced by j, e.g. in zı

˘

ďe ‘build’PR3sg, roď̋āk ‘relative’, meď̋a
‘boundary’. Something similar exists between j and ĺ. There is reason to
believe that j can always replace ĺ, though the attestations with ĺ are more
frequent: ĺu

˘

di/ju

˘

di ‘people’. The reverse, however (replacement of j by ĺ,
e.g. in ja

˘

je ‘egg’) is not found.

5. Other characteristics of the dialect
N78presents 52maps (after page 376),which give a picture of the principal
isoglosses in the area. Koljnof is only represented on four of them. In the
following I shall give the missing information on Koljnof. For the sake
of brevity I shall do so in a somewhat condensed form. The marginal
numbers below are the numbers of Neweklowsky’smaps. “=/≠HP”means
“Koljnof shares/does not share this isogloss with the Haci and Poljanci
dialects”. In the same context the abbreviations “Dol” (Dolinci dialects),
“Hi” (Hidegség dialect) and “Fe” (Fertőhomok dialect) are used; “≠N78”
means “this does not agree with the information in N78”.
1. The interrogative pronoun ‘what’ is ča, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
2. The reflex of jat is i/ekavian, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
3. Jat is reflected a in gńa

˘

zdo, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
4. There is a length opposition in stressed and posttonic syllables, =HP

=Dol ≠HiFe.
5. There is a partial stress retraction, as N78 calls it, of “type 1” (žen̋a,

ot̋āc, dı

˘

te, su

˘

sietka, žen̋ie, pedes̋iet), =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
6. Length of (once) stressedfinal syllables: ot̋āc, člov̋īk, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
7. Diphthongization of (i) old long *ē, *ō and (ii) old short *e, *o with

original stress, not if word-final, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.19
8. Presence of syllabic r, =HP =Dol =HiFe (HiFe ≠N78).
9. Reflex of jer in Isg man̋on, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
10. Reflex of weak jer in *dьnьsь: den̋ās, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.20
11. Reflex of front nasal in *žędьnъ: Npl m žãjni, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
12. Reflex of front nasal in *žętva: žiẽtva, =HP ≠Dol =HiFe.
13. Development *ra > re in rie

˘

bac but not in ra

˘

s, krãs, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
14. Preposition va, =HP =Dol =HiFe.21
15. Reflex of *vъ in * vъzęti: zie

˘

t, =HP =Dol =HiFe.
16. Accentuation in the verb morati: mor̋e (sic), =HP =Dol =HiFe.

19 HiFe also have diphthongization here, but of an entirely different type.
20 HiFe agrees in one of the two reflexes of ь: den̋es.
21 Fe can have vu, Hi also when it is stressed.
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17. Presence of -i in mãti, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe have maj̋ka/m’äjka,
≠N78).

18. Vowel in tepal/topal: tep̋lo, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe have top̋lo, ≠N78).
19. Form of the verb ‘pull’: both vlı

˘

ć (=HP) and vu

˘

ć (= some dialects to
the south) attested, HiFe have vle

˘

č.
20. Absence of initial i- in šlı,̋ =HP ≠Dol ≠HiFe.
21. Presence of opposition č vs. ć, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
22. The masculine singular form of the l-participle ends in -�, e.g. bı

˘

�,
=HP ≠Dol ≠HiFe.

23. Retention or loss of the phoneme ĺ as opposed to j: in this respect,
the dialect is intermediate between HP (ĺu

˘

di) and the majority of
Dol dialects (ju

˘

di). In Koljnof ĺ persists, but can always be replaced
by j: ĺu

˘

di/ju

˘

di, =HiFe.
24. Presence of prothesis of j-, ď- or dž- before initial i-: Koljnof has

đıs̋kat, =HP ≠Dol ≠HiFe.
25. Absence of prothesis of v- in uč̋it, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (1 attestation of

vuč̋ī).
26. Absence of initial š in tı�̋ ‘want’ LPm, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
27. Final -m has almost always become > n, ≠HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
28. No -k- in the comparative of velik: već̋i, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (Hi has

v’äkči, ≠N78);
29. Ordinal numeral trie

˘

ti (as opposed to treći), =HP =Dol =HiFe.
30. The Lsg ending of o-stems is -i, =HP =Dol =HiFe. However, Koljnof

and HiFe are unique in that they have no ending -u along with -i; -u
is restricted to a very small set of words, which never have -i; these
words include svı

˘

t and mı

˘

r.
31. The Isg ending of a-stem nouns is -un, ≠HP (except three villages,

one of which is Baumgarten) ≠Dol =HiFe.22
32. Lpl ending of neuter pluralia tantum: no data, HiFe have na vra

˘

ti,
=HP =Dol.

33. Ending -u (not -i) in po nimšku (as opposed to po nimški), =HP =Dol
=HiFe.

34. The enclitic accusative of neuter personal pronoun is je (not ga), =HP
=Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe have both je and ga, ≠N78).

22 In 4.1 it was said that he realization of unstressed u sometimes is somewhat low.
Therefore one sometimes tends to hear -on in the Isg of a-stems instead of -un. In most
cases, however, the [o]-like part of the vowel is preceded by an [u]-like part, resulting
in something like [uo] or [o]. In contradistinction to phonemic posttonic /uo/, these
diphthongal realizations of phonemic /u/ are short.
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35. Habitual past with on̋i su tili povıd̋at (habitual past), =HP =Dol ≠HiFe
(HiFe have either mog̋li poved̋at or bi bili poved̋ali).

36. The word ‘ear’ is u

˘

ho, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe vuše

˘

so).
37. Preposition kod in kod̋ nās, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe prı n̋as, ≠N78).
38. ‘Always’ is sen̋ek, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe ve

˘

ke).
39. ‘He goes’ is not *gre but hıd̋e/jıd̋e, ≠HP =Dol =HiFe (HiFe ıd̋e, ≠N78).
40. The word *poredanwas not attested, =HP =Dol =HiFe.
41. The word for ‘forest’ is loz̋a, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe.
42. The word for ‘cock’ is pet̋ie, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe;
43. The word for ‘Monday’ is pandı ˝́lāk, =HP =Dol =HiFe.
44. The most frequent word for ‘kitchen’ is vie

˘

ža (=HP =Dol); kuh̋ińa
(≠HP ≠Dol) was also attested, according to the informant it has a
slightly different meaning; Hi has pıt̋erba, Fe pıt̋arba.

45. The word for ‘lazy’ is nižvrı

˘

dān, ≠HP ≠Dol =HiFe.
46. The word for ‘spring’ is protolıć̋e =HP =Dol =HiFe.
47. The word for ‘wedding’ is pı

˘

r, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe have vese

˘

je).
48. The word for ‘dog’ is ku

˘

cāk, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe (HiFe have cuc̋ek).
49. The word for ‘harrow’ is bra

˘

na, ≠HP =Dol, not attested in HiFe.
50. The word for ‘acre (parcel of arable land)’ is lap̋āt, =HP =Dol ≠HiFe

(HiFe have poj̋e, ≠N78).
51. The word for ‘corn’ is tie

˘
k, =HP ≠Dol, zrn̋je is also used; HiFe have

zrn̋je.
52. The word for ‘farmer’ is pa�̋r, =HP =Dol; HiFe po

˘

r is probably a
Hungarian loan.

Summarizing, there are 9 characteristics that distinguish theHaci and Pol-
janci type from the Dolinci type of Burgenland Čakavian. Koljnof shares
5 of these with the Haci and Poljanci (numbers 12, 20, 22, 24 and 51 above)
and 3 with the Dolinci (numbers 27, 39 and 49 above). With respect to nr.
23, Koljnof is intermediate between the two groups. The samemore or less
holds for map 19, although in this case there is no clear isogloss between
the two groups.With regard to nrs. 30, 31 and 45, the Koljnof dialect has its
own characteristics, which it shares only (or almost only) with the dialect
of Hidegség and Fertőhomok.

6. Problems regarding the reconstruction of the present-day accentua-
tion and vowel system
The accentual sound changes presented in section 3were formulated along
the lines of N78.23 On the whole, if one takes as starting-point the typical
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Čakavian accentual system with the “old” place of the stress, distinction
of three tonemes in stressed syllables ( � � ̃ ) and distinctive length in the
first pretonic syllable and applies the rules proposed by N78, the output
agrees with the distribution of accentual features found in the dialect.
However, a number of questions remain to be asked. In this section I shall
address two of them: (i) the lengthening of short stressed *e and *o and the
possible participation in it of *a; (ii) the assumed lengthening of the vowel
that lost the stress at the time of the stress retraction.

The scope of this section will be broader than that of the preceding
ones: the sound changes under discussion regard at least all the Haci and
Poljanci dialects and in most cases larger areas of Burgenland Croatian.

The lengthening of short stressed *e and *o before the partial stress retrac-
tion explains the length difference of the stressed vowels in kuõsi ‘mow’
PR3sg vs. kos̋it INF; luõkfa ‘puddle’ vs. nog̋a ‘leg’; gliẽdat ‘look’ vs. tel̋e ‘calf’;
miẽsto ‘place’ vs. sel̋o ‘village’ (N78: 73). The short stressed vowels in these
examples received the stress as a result of the retraction, i.e. after the vowel
lengthening had ceased to operate.24

In view of such convincing evidence for the lengthening of *e and
*o it seems natural to wonder what happened with *a. Did it take part
in the same lengthening, and if not, why? This question is not asked
in N78. However, there are signs that *a did not remain unaffected. In
the paragraph about the phonetic realization of the vowels in the Haci
and Poljanci dialects, N78 states: “Das kurze betonte /a/ kann fakultativ
zu [á:] gedehnt werden, z.B. br’ata neben brá:ta” ‘brother’ Gsg (62). On
the same page he mentions “m’aša/má:ša” ‘mass’ and a few pages later
“j’abuka (neben já:buka)” ‘apple’ (66). K78 does not report any optional
lengthening of /a/ (apart from the phenomenon that was described in note
11 and that regarded all short vowels, not /a/ in particular), but she gives

23 Some caution should be exercised here, since the statements in N78 on the diachronic
phonology of the Burgenland dialects are not always unambiguous. The long posttonic
vowel in such words as ot̋āc, for instance, is sometimes treated as a result of lenghtening
of short stressed vowels that lost the stress to a preceding vowel (71) and sometimes
as a result of lengthening of stressed vowels in closed final syllables before the stress
retraction in the northern Burgenland (133 and map nr. 6).
24 If the Haci and Poljanci dialects are considered separately from the rest of Burgenland
Croatian, the lengthening rule also accounts for the length difference in sel̋o vs. siẽla
‘village’ Nsg and Npl. However, there is evidence from part of the Dolinci dialects
(“Dolinci b”, cf. N78: 94) that the length is siẽla is older than the lengthening of *e and *o.
– In my view, N78 erroneously treats liẽto vs. let̋ā ‘year’ Nsg and Npl on a par with sel̋o
vs. siẽla (72). The Dolinci b data show that the length difference in liẽto vs. let̋ā is more
recent and should be explained by the overall lengthening of *e and *o (104).
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many forms with doublet length on originally short and stressed a, e.g.
blat̋o/blãto ‘mud’, bab̋a/bãba ‘midwife’ (K78: lexicon), gan̋em/gãnem ‘move’
PR1sg, gãnutPP indefinitem (K78: 119). In addition, bothK78 andN78give
forms with ã (without optionality or doublet length) instead of expected
a,̋ such as prãga ‘threshold’ Gsg (K78: 88, N78: 76) and kãpa ‘cap’ (K78:
lexicon). The accentual class to which pra

˘

k, prãga belongs is restricted to
words with an originally short stressed *e, *a or *o, and a similar situation
exists for neuter and feminine nouns (K78: 88-92). Against the idea of
a possible lengthening of *a along with *e and *o one could object that
in the case of *a the results of the supposed lengthening are much less
straightforward: there are many cases in which original short stressed *a
shows no trace of lengthening.Moreover, the occurrence of doublet length
(K78) or optional lengthening (N78) of *a is not by far as convincing as the
apparently exceptionless, non-optional and non-doublet lengthening of
*e and *o. One should keep in mind, however, that the long counterparts
of short *e and *o have probably been diphthongs for a long time, which
makes the situation for *o and *e on the one hand and *a on the other
very different. It is well imaginable that after the lengthening of *e, *o and
*a – if there was such a lengthening – and before the stress retraction,
there was a period when length was not distinctive on e, o and a and the
phonetic realization of e, o and a could vary freely with respect to length.
When later new short stressed e, o and a developed as a result of the stress
retraction, new short e and owere distinct fromold stressed e and o by their
being monophthongal. New stressed a, however, found itself in the same
phonetic area already occupied by the shorter allophones of old stressed
a. This could have given rise to confusion and all kinds of reshuffling.

Another question that should be asked concerns the assumption in N78 of
lengthening, at the time of the stress retraction, of the short vowels from
which the stress was retracted, unless they were word-final (see section 3
above and N78: 71). This lengthening, together with the retraction itself,
is discussed on page 70-71 and a number of examples are given. Unfortu-
nately, none of these examples provide evidence of the lengthening. The
posttonic vowels in the examples either were already long (gla

˘

vū ‘head’
Isg), or theywerenot lengthenedbecause theywereword-final (gla

˘

vaNsg),
or theywere in a closed syllable,which leads to lengthening anyhow, inde-
pendently of the lengthening discussed here (jez̋īk ‘language’), or they can
be supposed to have been subject to the lengthening of originally short
and stressed *o and *e discussed in the previous two paragraphs (ra

˘

stuoka
‘taproom’ Gsg, su

˘

sieda ‘neighbour’ Gsg). If one does not reject the idea of
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a possible lengthening of originally stressed short *a, proof for the length-
ening of the vowel which lost the stress in the process of stress retraction
can only be provided by lengthened i or u in an open, nonfinal syllable
that is presently posttonic. I have been looking for such evidencemyself in
N78, K78 andmy ownmaterial and all that I found was doublet length on
LP forms of the type ubr

˘

nuli/ubr

˘

nūli ‘turn over’ LP plm (K79: lexicon) and
ku

˘

pili/ku

˘

pīli ‘buy’ LP plm (my material and K78:118-119),25 doublet length
in adjectival forms like lı

˘

pimi/ lı

˘

pīmi ‘beautiful’ indefinite Ipl (K78: 103),
and posttonic length in the lexeme prı

˘

līka ‘occasion’ (my material; K78:
lexicon gives doublet length). That is not much, the more so as the doublet
length in the LP and Ipl forms mentioned might have a morphological
origin, just as the absence of lengthening in the final syllable of infinitives
(kos̋it ‘mow’, pı

˘

tat ‘ask’, cf. N78: 71) the imperative of the type pı

˘

taj (cf.
kop̋āj ‘dig’), and the passive participle of the type raspı

˘

tan and ubdrž̋ān (last
four examples K78: 118-120).26,27

7. Conclusions
The dialect of Koljnof seems not to be in immediate danger of dying
out. As can be expected from its geographical position, it is intermediate
between the Haci and Poljanci and the Dolinci group. It also shares a few
isoglosses exclusively with Hidegség and Fertőhomok. It has a “troakce-
natski sistem” ( � � ̃ ) in stressed syllables and an opposition between long
and short vowels in the first posttonic syllable. The vowel system and the
distribution of the vowels, including their accentual characteristics, are
not essentially different from the situation in the Haci and Poljanci and
Dolinci dialects, with the exception of those Dolinci dialects that have two
degrees of opening for the mid vowels.

In section 6 I have discussed two problems connected with the
diachronic – and partly also synchronic – phonology of the Haci and
Poljanci dialects. I think that the historical development of these dialects,

25 The forms ubr

˘

nuli/ubr

˘

nūli and ku

˘

pili/ku

˘

pīli are not given in K78, but one can infer them
from the accent classes to which the verbs are assigned.
26 K78 probably does not assume that there was a lengthening of the vowel from which
the stress was retracted, since she explains the doublet length in pı

˘

tala/pı

˘

tāla by analogy
to the masculine pītãl (before the stress retraction) > pı

˘

tāl (afterwards).
27 N78 comments: “Da es in den Infinitivformen wie pı

˘

tat nicht zu Dehnung der Silbe,
von der sich der Iktus verlagert hat, gekommen ist, kannman annehmen, daßAkzentver-
lagerung und Abfall des -i nicht gleichzeitig stattgefunden haben” (72). It is unclear to
me what is meant here. According to the author’s formulation of the stress retraction,
the operation of neither the retraction nor the lengthening in this form depended on the
presence or absence of a final -i.
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especially the chronology of the various lengthenings and other changes
in the accent and vowel systems, deserve further study. Since many of
these changes are not restricted to this area of Burgenland Croatian – nor
indeed to Burgenland Croatian – such a study should preferably involve
a somewhat wider dialectological context.

University of Groningen
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